Self Assessment
1) How well have you worked in a team? Very well
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have you taken different roles, listened to your friends, contributed?
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Not well at all

2) How well have you worked on your own? Very well
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have you been disciplined, hard working, organised?
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Not well at all

3) How well have you gathered your material? Very well
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have you used your own words or copied a lot?
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Not well at all

4) How much effort have you put into your work?
Lots
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Very little

Define (say what they mean) these skills:
Reflection =
Evaluation =
Group Work =
Independent Work =
Research =

For each of the skills above, use the traffic light
system to say how well you have worked so far:
Green for good, Orange for Satisfactory, Red for
Poor

Final Task
Thinking about how you well you have worked in your group so
far, which of these was you?
Edward de Bono’
s Thinking Hats
Pink – I think about things, I get hunches, I don’t give
reasons
Yellow – I dream, I make things happen, I see the good side
White – I think like a computer, only the facts, no emotions
Green – I am creative, I look for new answers
Black – I see the bad side, I don’t think it will work, I moan
Blue – I am in charge, I must get the team working
Now draw a large de Bono hat in the colour that you feel and out of the top of it
show how you could change your actions to become the hat you would rather be
e.g.
If I was a Pink Hat, I would try to think through my hunches and ask for facts
first so that I could be more like a White Hat next time.
My changing hat:

